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Abstract: 

Composite endpoints can encode multiple pieces of information and are increasingly adopted in 

clinical trials. Advocacy for using composite endpoints began decades ago in cardiovascular 

trials, leading to incorporation of patient-oriented outcomes and consideration of a hierarchical 

ranking system. The use of composite endpoints in COVID-19 trials has evolved similarly. We 

conducted a literature review to investigate the use of composite endpoints in acute heart failure 

and COVID-19 clinical trials. The results showed more frequent use of patient-oriented 

outcomes and ordinal composite endpoints in COVID-19 trials, which might be driven by global 

consensus on a set of common outcome measures. INTRODUCTION 

There rarely exists a single measure that encodes sufficient information for efficient clinical and 

statistical evaluation of efficacy in clinical trials [1]. By encoding multiple pieces of information 

into single variables, composite endpoints are appealing as they minimize sample size needs, 

shorten follow-up durations, and cut costs [1–3]. Composite endpoints are increasingly adopted 

in clinical trials, especially in diseases with complex presentations like acute heart failure (AHF) 

or coronavirus disease (COVID-19).  

 

The evolution of composite endpoints is mainly driven to increase the ability of clinical trials to 

detect treatment effects across the full spectrum of disease. Decades ago, composite endpoints 

were developed to better inform the impact of innovative clinical therapies in randomized 

clinical trials of AHF [4] [5]. As many as half of cardiovascular trials have adopted a composite 

endpoint inclusive of morbidity and mortality [2]. Advances in cardiovascular medicine have led 

to a decline in morbidity and mortality and the subsequent inclusion of nonfatal events like 

hospitalization in defining a time-to-first event primary composite endpoints [6]. The commonly 

used analytical approach is under the survival analysis framework [7–9]. Meanwhile, a 

hierarchical clinical composite evaluated at a fixed time point was developed as an ordinal 

outcome in chronic heart failure trials [10], and later adapted to AHF trials by incorporating the 

occurrence of worsening clinical events beyond a fixed time point to fully evaluate the clinical 

course of patients [11]. Recent FDA guidance clarifies that therapies for treating heart failure can 

be approved based on their effect on symptoms or physical function, even if they fail to show a 

favorable effect on survival or hospitalization risk [12]. This further shifts the emphasis from 

clinical endpoints to more patient-oriented outcomes in AHF clinical trials [5]. Such a shift 
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naturally motivates advanced statistical analysis methods. For example, the win ratio was 

proposed to handle the inherent limitation of using time-to-event composite endpoints, where 

each patient’s first event is emphasized over its clinical importance [13]. Another example is the 

global ranking approach that, similar to hierarchical clinical endpoints, ranks patients using 

varying aspects of the clinical course based on a prespecified hierarchical ranking system [14] 

[15]. Regardless of approach, there is a clear trend to studying AHF treatments using composite 

endpoints as mortality rates decline, and improving how a patient feels and functions becomes 

the primary motivator.  

  

The evolution of composite endpoints for COVID-19 appears to follow a very similar pattern, 

though over a much shorter course. Early COVID-19 clinical trials primarily focused on 

mortality and serious clinical events. After generations of mutation, the severity of COVID-19 

has decreased such that clinical trials focused on mortality and serious clinical events are less 

feasible. Trials testing effectiveness in reducing symptoms, improving patient quality of life and 

preventing long-COVID have been critical. Morbidity and mortality remain important, leading to 

endpoints that combine clinical outcomes with patient-reported outcomes (PROs). PROs are 

defined as “any report of the status of a patient’s health condition that comes directly from the 

patient, without interpretation of the patient’s response by a clinician or anyone else”; and can 

encompass symptoms, quality of life, and more [11]. The World Health Organization (WHO) 

COVID-19 ordinal scale for clinical improvement (OSCI) [17] is a clear example that 

incorporates both clinical endpoints and PROs for consideration as an efficacy endpoint in 

COVID-19 clinical trials [18].  

 

Given the similar evolution of composite endpoints from an exclusive focus on clinical events to 

a multi-dimensional evaluation incorporating PROs in both AHF and COVID-19 clinical trials, 

we conducted a literature review to investigate and compare the adoption of composite endpoints. 

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first review that conducts annotations of composite 

endpoints regarding their composition and statistical types for both AHF and COVID-19 trials 

and explores the trends of their use in an analytical fashion. Our study combined with the 

observed evolution will shed light on the potential facilitators and barriers of composite 

endpoints uptake as well as the potential for composite outcomes in other areas. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Literature Search Strategy 

PubMed was searched to identify eligible trials. The final search was conducted on May 4, 2023. 

No date restrictions were placed on the search. The primary search strategy involved threefold 

identification pinpointing clinical trials, composite endpoints, and disease types. To identify 

clinical trials, the checkbox “Clinical Trials” in the PubMed filter of article types was used. To 

identify AHF and COVID-19 clinical trials using composite endpoints, titles and abstracts were 

searched for terms implying the use of composite endpoints (“composite endpoint” OR 

“composite” OR “multiple endpoint” OR “ordinal” OR “-free” OR “win ratio” OR “global 

ranking”) AND terms indicating disease types (“acute heart failure” OR “COVID-19”). Extra 

terms “ordinal”, “-free” (e.g., hospital-free or ventilator-free days), “win ratio” and “global 

ranking” were added to not miss studies using composite endpoints but not explicitly stating that 

the endpoint was a composite. To avoid missing clinical trial papers not marked as “Clinical 

Trials” in PubMed and to capture AHF papers not specifically mentioning “acute heart failure”, a 

supplementary search was conducted not using the “Clinical Trials” checkbox but including 

“clinical trial” and removing disease types in the keyword search.  

 

Annotation Strategy  

Papers were included if they were presenting primary results evaluating efficacy from AHF or 

COVID-19 clinical trials with at least one composite endpoint as either the primary or secondary 

outcome. Each publication was independently annotated by two authors (Liu, Faculty; and Shi, 

Research Assistant), recording exclusion reason, year of publication, number of composite 

endpoints, statistical type (time-to-event, binary, ordinal, count, continuous, or mixed; mixed 

mainly denotes the use of win ratio and global ranking approaches), composition type (clinical-

only, PRO-only, or both), and number of components in the primary composite endpoint. 

Annotations were then compared and reconciled. Conflicts were resolved by consensus. If a 

resolution could not be reached, another faculty member would be involved to make the final 

decision. 
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Data Analysis 

Descriptive statistics were calculated to characterize the overall use of composite endpoints for 

AHF and COVID-19 trials. Wilcoxon Rank Sum test or Fisher’s Exact test was used for two 

group comparisons. The proportions of statistical types and compositions of the primary 

endpoints are plotted by publication year for each clinical field. 

 

RESULTS 

Our search identified 946 publications, 419 from the primary search and 527 from the 

supplementary search. Of these, 227 met inclusion criteria with 46 AHF trials and 181 COVID-

19 trials (Figure 1). There are clear differences in the use of composite endpoints between AHF 

and COVID-19 trials (Table 1). COVID-19 trials were more likely to include multiple composite 

endpoints than AHF trials (43.5% in AHF vs 59.1% in COVID-19, p<0.001). Among trials 

where the primary outcome was a composite endpoint, COVID-19 trials were more likely to 

include PROs in the primary composite endpoints (PRO-only + both: 7% in AHF vs 35.1% in 

COVID-19, p<0.001), although the number of components in the primary endpoint were similar 

between diseases (p = 0.73). AHF trials predominantly used time-to-event composite endpoints 

(62.8% in AHF vs 26% in COVID-19), whereas COVID-19 trials were much more likely to use 

ordinal composite endpoints (2.3% in AHF vs 24.7% in COVID-19) with more diversity in 

statistical types (26% using time-to-event, 37.7% using binary, and 9.7% using continuous). The 

use of win ratio and global ranking approaches (i.e., mixed statistical type) in trials of both 

diseases is low (4.7% in AHF vs 1.9% in COVID-19).  

 

The composition and statistical type of the primary composite endpoints are shown by 

publication year in Figure 2. For AHF trials, the combined use of clinical outcomes and PROs 

began to appear after 2011, yet remain used in less than 10% of studies (Figure 2a). In 

comparison, composites with "both" composition type were heavily used throughout the COVID-

19 pandemic, where the proportion slightly dropped from 38.5% in 2020 to 26.5% in 2022, then 

rose again to 55.6% in 2023. Time-to-event analysis approaches consistently dominate in AHF 

(Figure 2b). The use of a mixed approach to analysis appeared after 2016, with 1 trial in 2016-

2019 and another post-2019. In contrast, the diversity of statistical types remains consistent over time in 

COVID-19 trials where ordinal, time-to-event, and binary approaches were most frequent in COVID-19 trials.  
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DISCUSSION 

This literature review compared trends in the use, construction, and analysis of composite 

endpoints in clinical trials for two highly disparate clinical fields. AHF was chosen as one 

because there is increasing advocacy for using composite endpoints over the past two decades 

[4,5,10]. This was driven partly by the lack of success in short-term pharmacological therapy 

since the 1970s, and that multiple domains need to be assessed for safety and efficacy [19]. 

COVID-19 was chosen for comparison due to its similar evolution patterns, though over a much 

shorter course of four years. Even though we are still early to observe the use of composite 

endpoints in COVID-19 trials, this field has caught up with AHF trials in the shift from the 

exclusive focus on clinical events to multi-dimensional evaluation by additionally incorporating 

PROs. Our findings suggest that it is critical to understand the current stage of disease 

management when picking endpoints; as disease transitions from being fatal to treatable, there is 

a need to measure change in outcomes over the full disease severity, reflecting not just survival 

but also how the patient functions and feels. Among trials where the primary outcome is a 

composite endpoint, COVID-19 trials were more likely to include PROs and use ordinal 

composite endpoints than AHF trials. 

 

The well-recognized benefits of using composite endpoints are accompanied by challenges in 

their use, partly reflected in our results. While time-to-event composite endpoints only consider 

time-to-the-first clinical events and ignore their importance, ordinal composite endpoints can be 

difficult to interpret. Methods such as the win ratio and global ranking rely on ranking patients 

against one another within the trial, and clinical effect sizes are difficult to extract. Although 

advocacy for including PROs and using a prespecified hierarchical ranking system for composite 

endpoints occurred early in AHF trials [4,5,8,11], we posit the lack of global consensus impedes 

progress and explains the dominant use of clinical and time-to-event composite endpoints in 

AHF trials. In contrast, during the rapidly evolving COVID-19 outbreak multiple international 

organizations including the WHO developed common outcome measures for COVID-19 clinical 

research [17,20], and guidance appeared early for construction of new endpoints. Many COVID-

19 trials either used or refined the WHO ordinal composite endpoint, although dichotomizing the 

scale to improve interpretation appears to have remained common.  
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There are some limitations to this study. This was not intended as a systematic review but an 

exploration of trends in the use of composite outcomes in two disease entities – one with a long 

history of clinical trials and the other an infectious disease causing a global pandemic. This study 

only searches for clinical trials with composite endpoints, not all clinical trials in AHF and 

COVID-19, thus we are not able to assess the overall proportion of studies adopting composite 

endpoints in these clinical fields. The number of studies, especially for AHF, were smaller than 

expected despite an additional supplementary search. This may be because that many published 

trials did not explicitly state the use of composite endpoints and were missed in our search. Many 

papers provided only a partial list of secondary composite endpoints, and some papers put the 

full list in a separate supplemental material precluding comprehensive annotation. There was no 

clear consensus on the choice of one secondary endpoint to annotate for composition and 

statistical type. Therefore, we only annotated the number of composite endpoints including 

secondary endpoints. Lastly, the overtime comparison on the use of composite endpoints was 

purely descriptive. 

 

In summary, for AHF and COVID-19 trials, the use of composite endpoints has evolved to 

include PROs as well as clinical events, and their use commonly ranks multiple events. The 

change corresponds to the change in purpose of the trials from preventing mortality, then 

preventing progression, to improving quality of life. Achieving consensus on common outcome 

measurements and hierarchical rankings is expected to accelerate uptake. 
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the use of composite endpoints in Acute Heart Failure (AHF) 

and COVID-19 trials. In the table, "Q1", "Q3", "min", "max", "cat.", "No.", and "PRO" are 

abbreviations for the first and third quartiles, minimum, maximum, "categorical", "the number 

of", and "patient-reported outcome". 

 

AHF (N=46) COVID-19 (N=181) p-value* 

Publication Year   < 0.001 

median  

(Q1, Q3) 

2016  

(2012, 2020) 

2022  

(2021, 2022) 

 

min ; max 2000 - 2023 2020 - 2023  

Publication Year (cat.)
†‡

    

   ≤2010 8 (17.4%) 0 (0.0%)  

   2011-2015 11 (23.9%) 0 (0.0%)  

   2016-2019 15 (32.6%) 0 (0.0%)  

   ≥2020
 

12 (26.1%) 181 (100.0%)  

2020 2 (4.3%) 15 (8.3%)  

2021 5 (10.9%) 63 (34.8%)  

2022 3 (6.5%) 80 (44.2%)  

2023 2 (4.3%) 23 (12.7%)  

No. Composite Endpoints    

   1 26 (56.5%) 74 (40.9%) < 0.001 

   2 16 (34.8%) 42 (23.2%)  

   >2 4 (8.7%) 65 (35.9%)  

Primary is Composite    

  no  3 (6.5%)  27 (14.9%) 0.152 

  yes 43 (93.5%) 154 (85.1%)  

Primary Composition 

Type
§
 

   

   clinical-only 40 (93.0%) 100 (64.9%) < 0.001 

   PRO-only 0 (0.0%) 5 (3.2%)  
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AHF (N=46) COVID-19 (N=181) p-value* 

   both 3 (7.0%) 49 (31.8%)  

Primary Statistical Type
§
    

   time-to-event 27 (62.8%) 40 (26.0%) < 0.001 

   binary 10 (23.3%) 58 (37.7%)  

   ordinal 1 (2.3%) 38 (24.7%)  

   count 2 (4.7%) 0 (0.0%)  

   continuous 1 (2.3%) 15 (9.7%)  

   mixed 2 (4.7%) 3 (1.9%)  

Primary No. Components   0.727 

 median (Q1, Q3) 3 (2, 4) 3 (2, 7)  

 min ; max 2 - 10 2 - 12  

* The p-values are based on the Wilcoxon Rank Sum test for continuous variables and 

Fisher’s Exact test for categorical variables. 
†
 For continuous variable "Publication Year", categorized variables was derived as 

"Publication Year (cat.)" to provide more detailed information about the distribution. Note, 

this additional categorical variable would not be used for hypothesis testing. 
‡ 

The categories of publication years of AHF trials ware derived based on quartiles; while for 

COVID-19, all eligible papers were published in or after 2020, so the number of trials for each 

year of 2020-2023 was listed. 
§
 For proportions related to the attributes of primary composite endpoints, the denominators 

are the total numbers of papers with primary endpoints being composite, which were 

summarized in "Primary is Composite - Yes".
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Figure 1. Flow diagram for the inclusion/exclusion of clinical trial publications in our study. 

There are 946 publications in total with 419 from the primary search and 527 from the 

supplementary search. The 6 exclusion reasons are listed in a hierarchical order, with 1>2>...>6. 

That is, if a paper is neither a randomized clinical trial (RCT; reason 1) nor related to Acute 

Heart Failure (AHF) or COVID-19 (reason 2), it will be classified as "1. Not RCT". The number 

of papers excluded due to a specific reason is denoted as "Nex" presented in the parentheses. In 

the end, 227 papers met inclusion criteria with 46 from AHF trials and 181 from COVID-19 

trials.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2. Distribution of (a) composition type and (b) statistical type of the primary composite 

endpoints summarized over publication years for Acute Heart Failure (AHF) trials (≤2010, 

2011-2015, 2016-2019 and ≥2020) and COVID-19 trials (2020-2023). In the figure, "cat." and 

"PRO" are abbreviations for "categorical" and "patient-reported outcome". 
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